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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS 
Our notation and terminology are standard and tend to follow the con- 
ventions of [S, 8, 123. In particular, in this article, all rings have identities, 
all modules over a ring are unital, 1.9 will denote a commutative ring, k will 
denote a field, and G will denote a finite group. Also R denotes a nonzero 
ring and U(R) denotes the multiplicative group of units of R. If n is a 
positive integer and V is a module, then nV denotes the module direct 
sum of IZ copies of V and the head of V, 2(V), is by definition X’(V) = 
V/Rad( V). A module over a ring denotes a right module and we always use 
the word “left” when referring to a left module over a ring. Thus Mod(R) 
denotes the category of (right) R-modules and l.Mod(R) denotes the 
category of left R-modules. If S is also a ring, then an R-module M is 
said to be an (S, R)-bimodule if M is also a left S-module such that 
s(mr) = (sm)r for all s E S, r E R, and m E M. 
Let X and Y be objects in an additive category %‘. As in [S, Sect. 41, if 
X is isomorphic to a direct summand of Y in V, then we shall say that X 
divides Y (in %‘), written X / Y. Also if X 1 t Y, where tY denotes a finite 
direct sum of t copies of Y (in ‘$?), then we shall say that X weakly divides 
Y (in U). 
If A is a k-algebra, then we shall identify k with the subfield kl, of A 
via the k-algebra monomorphism CI: k + kl, such that a(x) = xl ,,, for all 
x E k. 
An O-algebra R is said to be a G-graded ring if R is the direct sum of 
Co-submodules R, for each g E G such that R, R, < R,, for all g, h E G. If 
R,R, = Rgh for all g, h E G, then R is said to be a fully G-graded O-algebra 
(this terminology conforms to [7, Sect. 11 and differs from [5]). 
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For the remainder of this Section, assume that R is a G-graded 
U-algebra. 
Thus the 1 G = l-component R, of R is an O-subalgebra of R and con- 
tains the identity of R by [S, Proposition 1.41. Also for each g E G, R, is 
an (R, , R, )-bimodule and for any 0 # x E R,, g is called the degree of x 
and we write deg(x) = g. A unit u E U(R) is said to be G-graded if u E R, 
for some g E G. Here (cf. [S, Sect. 51) the set Gr U(R) of all graded units 
of R is a subgroup of U(R) and the map deg 1 Gr U(R) : Gr U(R) -+ G is 
a group homomorphism with kernel U(R,). If deg 1 Gr U(R) is an 
epimorphism (or equivalently if U(R) n R, # C$ for all g E G), then R is 
called a G-crossed product O-algebra. Note that a G-crossed product 
O-algebra is a fully G-graded Co-algebra (cf. [S, Theorem 5.41). Also R is 
called a G-twisted O-algebra if R, = 0 1 R. 
An R-module A4 that is a direct sum of R,-submodules M, for each g E G 
such that MR R, < M,, for all g, h E G is called a G-graded R-module. A left 
G-graded R-module is defined similarly. 
Let M, N be G-graded R-modules. If 4 E Hom,(M, N) satisfies 
&M,) < N, for all gg G, then 4 is called a grade-preserving 
R-homomorphism. Such R-homomorphisms form an O-submodule 
GrHom,(M, N) of Hom,(M, N). The category GrMod(R) consists of the 
G-graded R-modules together with the grade preserving R-homo- 
morphisms. 
An R-submodule N of a G-graded R-module M such that 
N= O,,, (M, n N) is called a G-graded R-submodule of M. In that case, 
N is a G-graded R-module with N, = (MR n N) for all g E G and M/N is a 
G-graded R-module with (M/N), = (M, + N)/N for all g E G. Note that 
then (Mg+ N)/Nr M,/N, as R,-modules for all gE G. In this way, 
GrMod(R) becomes an abelian category in which kernels, cokernels, 
products, coproducts, etc., are those in Mod(R) with these suitable 
G-gradings attached. 
As in [S, Sect. 23, the group G acts on the abelian category GrMod(R) 
by: if g E G and M, N are G-graded R-modules, then Mg = M in Mod(R), 
(Mg), = MRh for all h E G and 4” = 4 for all 4 E GrHom,(M, N). By defini- 
tion, the G-graded R-module M is G-invariant if Mg r M in GrMod( R) for 
all g E G and is weakly G-invariant if MR weakly divides M and M weakly 
divides Mg in GrMod(R) for all g E G. 
A G-graded right (resp. left) ideal of the G-graded U-algebra R is a 
G-graded submodule of the regular G-graded R-module R, (resp. RR). An 
ideal of the G-graded O-algebra is said to be a G-graded ideal if 
I= OR& (R,nZ).Inthatcase,ifZ#R, then R/Z=@,..((R,+Z)/Z)and 
R/Z is a G-graded O-algebra with (R/Z), = (R, + Z)/Z for all g E G. Note that 
then (R, + Z)/Zz Rg/Zg as (R, , R,)-bimodules for all g E G. If S is also a 
G-graded &-algebra and CC: R -+ S is an O-algebra homomorphism such that 
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CX(R~) < S, for all g E G, then a is said to be a G-graded B-algebra 
homomorphism and, in that case, Ker(cl) is a G-graded ideal of R and 
Im(a) is a G-graded O-subalgebra of S, etc. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that R is a fully G-graded 
O-algebra. Clearly C(R, in R) = {r E R 1 rs = sr for all SE R,} = 
0 go c C(R, in R& is a G-graded O-subalgebra of R. As in [3, Proposition 
2.81, there is an action of the group G as O-algebra automorphisms of 
C(R, in R) such that 
if reC(R, in R), gEG, and SER,, then rs=&‘. (1.1) 
It follows from [3, Proposition 1.3, (1.4a), (1.4b), and (2.7)] that G acts as 
O-algebra automorphisms of C( R, in R) n R, = Z( R, ). 
With the above induced action of G on U(Z(R,)), let c: G x G + 
U(Z( R,)) be a 2-cocycle. For each g, h E G and each rg E R, and r,, E R,, set 
rgo r,, = r,r,c(g, h). Extend this product linearly to obtain a product 
0: Rx R-+ R. Let R(c) denote the system (R, +,o). 
LEMMA 1. The following conditions hold: 
(a) R(c) is a ring with identity ~(1, 1))‘; 
(b) z: R, + R(c) defined by: r(s)=c(l, l))‘sfor all SER, is a ring 
monomorphism such that T(S) 0 r = sr and r 0 t(s) = rs for all s E R, and all 
rER; and 
(c) II/: 0 -Z(R(c)) defined by: $(c1)=c(l, 1))’ (alR) for all a~0 
induces an O-algebra structure on R(c) such that R(c) = egtC R, becomes 
a fully G-graded o-algebra and r : R, -+ R(c) is an O-algebra monomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2. R(c) is called the (R, c)-twisted fully G-graded 
O-algebra. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that 0 = k is a field, that 
R is a nonzero finite dimensional fully G-graded k-algebra, and that M is 
a finitely generated G-graded G-invariant R-module. Also set I= J( R, ) R. 
Then Z=J(R,)R= RJ(R,)= OgEo (J(R,)R,)= Og,o (RJR,)), I is 
a G-graded ideal of R such that 16 J(R), I, = J(R,), and J(R) n R, = 
J(R,) by [4, Proposition 1.11; 9, Lemma 2.7; 8, I, Lemma9.121. Also 
for any integer na0, Z”=J(R,)“R=RJ(R,)“= @gEG(J(R1)“Rg)= 
0 geG (R,J(R,)“) is a G-graded ideal of R with (Z”)g = J( R, )” R, = 
RJR,)” for all ge G by [9, Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2.5(a)]. For any 
integer n 3 0, MI” = MJ( R, )” = @ gco(~gJUW)= O,..WJ,WJ”)) 
= &.03 (M,J(R,)” Rg) and both MI” and (MZ”)/(MZ”+‘) are 
finitely generated G-graded G-invariant R-modules by [9, Lemma 2.7, 
Remark 2.5(a), and Lemma 2.41. Also Mg IGI M, in Mod(R,). 
481. 132/l-14 
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Set E= End.(M) and E’= End,(M/(MZ)). Then E is a G-crossed 
product finite dimensional k-algebra, where E, = { 4 E E 1 q5(Mh) < M,, for 
all h E G} for all g E G by [S, Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 5.123. Similarly 
E’ = End,(M/(MZ)) is a G-crossed product finite dimensional k-algebra 
where ( E’)R = (4 E E’ 1 q4(Mh + MZ) < M,, + MI for all h E G} for all g E G. 
Let c(: End,,(M,) + End,,(M,/(M,J(R,))) denote the natural 
k-algebra homomorphism such that cz(f)(m + M,J(R,)) =f(m) + M,J(R,) 
for all m E M, and all .fe End.,(M,). Here Ker(a)<J(End,,(M,)), cf. 
Lemma 2.2(d). 
Similarly let ZZ: E = End,(M) -+ E’ = End,(M/(MZ)) denote the natural 
k-algebra homomorphism such that ZZ(f)(m + MI) = f(m) + MI for all 
m E M and all f~ E = End.(M). Clearly 17 is a G-graded k-algebra 
homomorphism and the restriction of ZZ, ZZ* = 17 1 Gr U(E), to the group 
Gr U(E) induces a group homomorphism ZZ*: Gr U(E) + Gr U(E’) such 
that q5#ZZ*(U(E)nE,)cU(E’)n(E’), for all gEG. Thus 
ZZ*(U(E)nE,)(E’),=(E’),Z7*(U(E)nE,)=(E’), for all gEG by [S, 
Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 5.71. It follows that ZZ is onto if and only if 
n(E,) = (E’), . 
Since M, n (MI) = M,J(R,), the mapping g: Mr/(M,J(R,)) --+ 
(M/MI)), = (M, + MZ)/(MZ) defined by a(m + (M,J(R,))) = m + (MI) 
for all m E M, is a well-defined R,-module isomorphism. Also restriction 
to M, induces a k-algebra isomorphism p: E, -+ End,,(M,) and 
restriction to (M/(MZ)), induces a k-algebra isomorphism p’: (E’), -+ 
End,,((M/(MZ)),) by [S, Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 3.121. Let 
C: End,,(M,/(M,J(R,))) -+ End,,((M/(MZ)),) be the k-algebra iso- 
morphism induced by 0. For any j”~ E, , it is straightforward to check that 
C(aMf)) = P’(mf)). 
We have demonstrated (a) of: 
LEMMA 3. Under the above hypotheses, we have: 
(a) 17 is onto if and only if a is onto; and 
(b) if 17 is onto, then Ker(a)=J(End,,(M,)), Ker(ZZ)=J(E,)E= 
EJ(E,) <J(E), ZZ* = 17 / Gr U(E): Gr U(E) -+ Gr U(E’) is onto and 
Ker(ZZ*)= {Z,+jI jEJ(E,)}. 
The next result is basic for our applications. 
PROPOSITION 4. Under the above hypotheses, assume that ZZ: E + E’ is 
onto and assume that for each g E G an element &, E (E’), n U( E’) is chosen 
such that 
8;Pk = P;,Ag, h) where c(g, h)Ek”(=k” lEz=(klE.)X) 
for all g, h E G. (1.2) 
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Clearly c:GxG+k” is a 2-cocycle with G acting trivially on k’. By 
Lemma 3(b), for each g E G, let /I, E E, n U(E) satisfy ZZ(/?,) = /IL. Then: 
(4 P,Bh = Bgh(ck 4 +Ag, 4) f or a unique element j(g, h)EJ(El) 
for all g, h E G; and 
(b) Let X and Y be G-graded (E, R)-subbimodules of A4 such that 
YdXandJ(E,)X,,<Y,.ForanyxEX,andanyr=~~..r,ERforunique 
elements rg E R, for all g E G, set: 
(1.3) 
Then : 
(i) *: (X,/Y,) x R + X,/Y, is a well-defined map and is independent of 
the choice j?, E ER n U(E) such that U(E) such that ZZ(p,) = /Ii for all g E G; 
(ii) this action of R on X,/Y, yields a module action for the 
(R, cP1 )-twisted fully G-graded k-algebra R(c-‘); and 
(iii) if/?; = l,,, then the action of R, on X,/Y, defined by (1.3) coin- 
cides with the original action of R, on X,/Y,. 
Remark 5. For any integer n 2 0, X= MI”= MJ(R,)“, and 
Y=MZ”+l=MJ(R,)“+l are G-graded (E, R)-subbimodules of M such 
that Y<X and J(E,) X, =(J(E,)(M,) J(R,)“<M;J(R,)“+‘= Y,. More- 
over there is a positive integer m such that MI”’ = (0) and M= MI0 > 
MI’ > MI2 > . . 3 MI” = (0) is a G-graded (E, R)-bimodule filtration of 
M to (0). 
For the remainder of this section, assume that H is an arbitrary finite 
group, let N be an arbitrary normal subgroup of H and set G = H/N. Here 
k[N] and k[H] denote the associated group algebras and Mod(k[N]) 
and Mod(k[H]) are the abelian categories of finitely generated k[N] and 
k[H]-modules, respectively. Also we view k[H] as a G-crossed product 
k-algebra, where k[H], = @,,, (kx) for all gE G = H/N, so that 
k[H], = k[N]. Also set Z= J(k[N]) k[H], so that Z= k[H] J(k[N]) is a 
G-graded ideal of k[H] such that Z<J(k[H]), I, = J(k[N]), and 
J(k[H]) n (k[H]), = J(k[N]), etc., as above. 
Also, for the remainder of this section, assume that Q is an H-invariant 
module in Mod(k[N]) such that z(Q) = Q/(QJ(k[N])) is an absolutely 
irreducible k[N]-module (i.e., End,t,vI(&‘(Q)) = kZ,,o,). 
Set ?2 = QH = Q OkEN, k[H], so that ~4! is a G-graded G-invariant 
kCH]-module with -C$ = QBkCN, (k[H],) for all gE G. Here Q g 5?, = 
Q OkcN, QNI in MoWCNl) via the map T: Q + 2r such that 
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T(q) = qOkCNl 1 for all qE Q and 2 IkCN, ?! IGI Q in Mod(k[N]) since Q is 
H-invariant. 
Also, as above, set E = EndkCH, (2) and E’ = End,tH,(S/(sZ)). Here E 
and E’ are finite dimensional G-crossed product k-algebras and, in fact, E’ 
is a G-twisted group k-algebra since J?r/(9,J(k[N])) r Q/(QJ(k[N])) in 
Mod(k[N] ). Set F= J( E, ) E, so that F is a G-graded ideal of E, FE J(E), 
and F, = J(E,). Also 17: E -+ E’ is onto, Ker(Z7) = F, E/F is a G-graded 
k-algebra, and ZZ induces a G-graded k-algebra isomorphism n: E/F+ E’ 
by Lemma 3(a). 
Clearly ?I=2Z”>2Z’B ... 3 (0) is a G-graded (E, k[H])-bimodule 
friltration of .!& 2Z’ and (2Zi)/(2Zi”) are G-graded G-invariant k[H]- 
modules, F( 2IZ’) < L2Z’ + I and F, ((sZ’),) 6 (2Zi’ ‘)R for all integers i> 0 
and all g E G by [9, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7; lo]. Similarly 2/(5?Z) is a 
G-graded G-invariant k[H]-module and 9/(5!Z) is a G-graded (E’, k[ H])- 
bimodule. Also let yi: 5!Z’+ 2 denote the canonic inclusion map for all 
integers i > 0. 
For each gE G, choose an element &,c (E’), n U(E’) with /I’, = 1. Then 
(1.2) holds since (E’), z k and c: G x G + k x is a 2-cocycle with G acting 
trivially on k x such that c( 1, 1) = 1. 
Let d: H x H + kx denote the “inflation” of c to H defined by 
d(u, u) = c(uN, UN) for all U, v E H. 
Thus d: H x H + k x is a 2-cocycle with H acting trivially on k x such that 
d(n,, n,)= 1 for all n,, n,~iV. Clearly k[H](d) and k[H](d-‘) can be 
viewed as H-twisted group k-algebras and the inclusion maps of k[N] + 
k[H](d) and k[N] -+ k[H](d-‘) are k-algebra monomorphisms. 
By Lemma 3, for each gE G there is a /3ge E, n U(E) such that 
ZZ(j?,)=& with j?,= l(=Z,). 
Here Proposition 4(b) and Remark 5 yield: 
PROPOSITION 6. For each integer ia0, (2?1J(k[N])‘)/(2?IJ(k[i’V])“‘) 
becomes a k[H](d-‘)-module such that ij” h E H and qE 211 J(k[N])‘, then 
(q + Ql J(k[N])‘+‘) * h = /I$ (qh) + Q, J(k[N])‘+‘. This action is well 
defined and is independent of the choices of 8, E Eg n U(E) such that 
Z7(/?,) = & for all g E G. Also this action extends the original action (via 
the inclusion map of k[N] -+k[H](d-‘)) of k[N] on (221J(k[N])i)/ 
(m!& J(k[N])‘+ ‘). 
Let 2: k[H](d) + E/F denote the k-linear homomorphism such that 
I(h) = PhN + F for all h E H. Clearly 2 is a G-graded k-algebra epimorphism 
since (E/F), g k as k-algebras and ;1 is independent of the choice of 
/I, E E, n U(E) such that ZZ(/?,) = /?b for all g E G since Ker(ZZ) = F. 
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Also A(n) = 1 + F= l,, for all n E N. It is clear that Ker(l) = 
CncN((n- l)Hffl)=C,., @EHl(n- 1)). 
Let m be a positive integer such that QZ(k[N])” = (0). Then 2Z” = 
O,..(~gJJ(kCNl)“)= O,..(~~(kCHI),J(kCNl)m)= O,,.L%wC~l)” 
(k[H]),) = (0), since 2i r Q in Mod(k[N]), and 3$ = 3!rJ(k[N])o > 
i21.J(k[NI)1 > . . . > 2iJ(k[N])” = (0) is a filtration in Mod(k[N]). 
Let (0)# W be a k[H]-module that weakly divides Q in Mod(k[N]). 
Since 2, rQ in Mod(k[N]) and Q is an indecomposable k [ N]-module, 
we have W z G?, in Mod(k[N] ) for some positive integer t by the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem. Then [S, Theorem 7.41 yields a unique-up-to- 
isomorphism E-module U such that U is a finitely generated projective 
E,-module and Wr UOE2! in Mod(k[H]). 
As in [9, Proposition 11 and Corollary 121, UF = UF, = UJ(E, ) and 
for all integers iB 0, we have WI’= WJ(k[N])‘, Z,@y,: UoE 22Z’+ 
UQE 3! is a k[H]-module injection, Im(Z,@ y,) = (Ug, 2) I’, and 
Im(Z,@y,)r WI’ in Mod(k[H]). Also W/( WI) = W/( WJ(k[N]))r 
~(-%A-%J(kC~I)))= t(Y=W)1 in Mod(k[N]) and the E/F-module 
U/( UF) = U/( UJ(E, )) is a projective (E/F), g k-module. 
Since every (E/F), g k-module is projective, [9, Corollary 123 and the 
fact that n: E/F+ E’ = End,rH,(2/(2Z)) is an isomorphism imply that 
w/t WI) = ( u/t WI @E/F (YsI) in Mod(k[H]), 
where U/( UF) is the unique-up-to-isomorphism finitely generated E/F- 
module X that satisfies 
w/c wz) s x@E,F (2/(2z)) in Mod(k[H]). 
We also view U/(UF) as a k[H](d)-module via A: k[H](d) + E/F. 
We have already demonstrated (a) and (b) of: 
hOPOSITION 7. Under the above conditions, we have: 
(a) ??Z” = (0) and WI” = (0); 
(b) W= WI’> WI’> WZ*Z .‘. > WI”= (0) is a k[H]-filtration; 
(c) for any integer 0 < i < m - 1, we have 
in Mod(k[H]), where H acts “diagonally” on 
(u/(W)@, ((~lJ(k[Nl)il(~,J(kCNI)i+l)) 
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according to: 
if h E H, u E U, and q E L& J(k[ N] )‘, then 
((u+UF)O&I+%J(~[NI)~+~))~ 
= (u + UF) I(h ((q+ 9!1 J(k[N])‘+ ‘) * h); 
(d) W/( WZ) weakly dioides ?&/(A$ J(k[N])) in Mod(k[N]); 
(e) U/(UF) is the unique up-to-isomorphism finitely generated 
k[H](d)-module X such that: 
(i) W/( WI) z A/Ok (J!,/91 J(k[N]))) in Mod(k[H]), where H acts 
“diagonally” on XOk (&/(& J(k[N]))) according to: 
ifhe H, xE X and qEL$, then 
(xOk(q+~lJ(kCNl)))h=xhO,((q+QlJ(kCNl))*h), 
and 
(ii) N acts trivially on X; 
(f) X(W) = W/( WJ(k[H])) weakly dioides A!,/(A$J(k[N])) in 
Mod(HNl); 
(g) X(W) E S?‘( U/UF))@, (9i/(9i J(k[N])) in Mod(k[H]), where 
H acts “diagonally” on A?( U/( UF))@, (b?,/(L$ J(k[N]))) as in (e); and 
(h) %(U/(UF)) is the unique up-to-isomorphism k[H](d)-module X 
such that 
(i) A?‘(W) % XOk (9i/(J!i/(9i J(k[N]))) in Mod(k[H]), where H 
acts diagonally on X0,+ (91/(91 J(k[N]))) as in (e), and 
(ii) N acts trioiafly on A’. 
Let 6: H + G = H/N denote the natural group epimorphism. Then 6 
clearly induces a G-graded k-algebra epimorphism 6: k[H](d) + k[ G](c) 
and Ker(S) = CncN (n - 1) k[H] = CneN k[H](n - 1). Let 3: k[G](c) -+ 
E/F denote the k-linear isomorphism such that 3(g) = /I, + F for all g E G, 
so that 3 is clearly a G-graded k-algebra isomorphism and 3 is indepen- 
dent of the choice of p, E E, n U(E) such that ZZ(fl,) = /I; for all g E G by 
Lemma 3. Clearly 1= 3 0 6. 
Remark 8. In Proposition 7, if we view the k[H](d)-module U/(UF) as 
a k[G](c)-module via 8, then W/( WI) weakly divides 9/(9Z) in 
Mod(k[ H] ) if and only if U/( UF) is a projective k[ G](c)-module by [ 5, 
Theorem 7.41. 
Next we describe how the above results yield a module theoretic setting 
for the character theoretic results of [13] and contain [ 1, Theorem; 2, 
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Theorems 1 and 21. Our results imply that the class function Sz of 
[ 13, Theorem 21 is the Brauer character of a module (a question posed by 
W. F. Reynolds). 
For the remainder of this Section assume that L is an absolutely 
irreducible H-stable k[N]-module and let Q denote a projective cover of L 
in Mod(k[N]). Then Q is H-invariant and X(Q)= Q/(Q.Z(k[N]))r L 
in Mod(k[N]). Set 5? = QH = QOkCN, k[H], E= End,,,,(2), E’= 
EndkCH, (y?U), etc., as above. Then =C?1 rQ in Mod(k[N]) and 
(Li?/(!i!Z)), z A?l/(S?,J(k[N])) 2 X’(Q) EL in Mod(k[N]), etc. 
Suppose that L can be extended to a k[H]-module M, thus M is an 
absolutely irreducible k[H]-module. By [6, Theorem 2.81, the extension of 
L to the k[H]-module M yields a unique choice & E (E’), n U( E’) for all 
g E G such that p’, = 1 and such that the associated 2-cocycle c: G x G + k x 
with G acting trivially on k x is the trivial 2-cocycle. Hence d: H x H + k x 
is also the trivial 2-cocycle with H acting trivially on k”. 
As above, let m be a positive integer such that QJ(k[N])” = (0), etc. 
However, here 2 = Q” = Q OkCN, k[H] is a projective k[H]-module and 
a k[H]-module P weakly divides 9 if and only if P is a projective 
k[H]-module and X(P) is a (completely reducible) k[H]-module that 
weakly divides L in Mod(k[N]) (cf. [lo, Theorem 71). Also if 2I denotes 
a set of representatives of the isomorphism types of completely reducible 
k[G]-modulmes viewed as k[H]-modules, then 23 = { SOk M 1 SE 2I and 
H acts “diagonally” on SOk M) is a set of distinct representatives of the 
completely reducible k[H]-modules that weakly divide L in Mod(k[N]), 
(cf. [12, VII, Theorem 9.121). 
By Proposition 6, for each integer 0 < i< m - 1, the k[N]-module 
(QJ(k[N])‘)/(QJ(k[N])‘+‘) extends to a k[H]-module so that for i=O, 
the extension to k[H] is compatible with an isomorphism X(Q) = 
Q/QJ(kCN 1 g L in Mod(k[N]) and the extension of L to the k[H]- 
module M. Thus Q 3 QJ(k[N]) 2 QJ(k[N])* > ... 3 Q.Z(k[N])“= (0) is 
a filtration in Mod(k[H]). 
Let SE % and let W denote a projective cover of S@J~ M in Mod(k[H]). 
Then WI’= WJ(k[N])’ for all integers i 3 0, WI” = WJ(k [N])” = (0), W 
weakly divides 2 and W/( WZ) weakly divides 2/(2Z) in Mod(k[H]), etc. 
Also X(W) 2 SQk Mg SOk (2?l/($LJ(k[N]))) in Mod(k[H]). It follows 
from Remark 8 that U/( UF) is the k[H]-module obtained from a projec- 
tive cover of S in Mod(k[G]) viewed as a k[H]-module. Also W> WI> 
WI* 3 ... > WI” = (0) is a filtration in Mod(k[H]) and Proposition 7 
implies that (WZ’)/( WZ’+‘)= (U/UF))@, ((QJ(k[N])‘)/(QJ(k[N])‘+‘)) 
in Mod(k[H], where H acts diagonally on the latter module for all 
O<i<m- 1. Thus, setting X= @YE;’ ((QJ(k[N])i)/(Q.Z(k[N])i”)), we 
conclude that W and (U/( UF)) Ok X have the same composition factors in 
Mod(k[H]). 
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The proof of [2, Theorem 23 generalizes to: 
LEMMA 9. Let P he a projective k[H]-module, let P be a projective 
k[G]-module viewed as a k[H]-module, and set X= @y&’ ((QJ(k[N])i)/ 
(QJ(k[N])” ‘)) in Mod(k[H]). The following two conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) Z(P) g X(p) Ok A4 in Mod(k[H]), where H acts diagonally on 
Y?(F) Ok M; and 
(b) P and j50k X have the same composition factors in Mod(k[H]), 
where H acts diagonally on pok X. 
Application 1. The analysis above contains a module theoretic environ- 
ment for the character theoretic results of [13] and implies that the 
(unique) class function Q of [ 13, Theorem 21 is the Brauer character of the 
k[H]-module X= @y=-O’ ((QJ(k[N])i)/(QJ(k[N])if’)), cf. [S, Sec. 21. 
Application 2. Take L to be a trivial k[N]-module and take M to be 
the extension of L to a trivial k[H]-module in the above. Then we clearly 
obtain [ 1, Theorem; 2, Theorems 1 and 21. 
Section 2 contains some basic results that are required for our proofs of 
the results stated above that are given in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
This section contains several subsidiary results that we require in 
Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring and let I be an ideal of R with I G J(R). Let 
x E R be such that x + I is a unit in R/I. Then x + j is a unit in R for all j E I. 
Proof: By hypothesis, there is an element y E R such that xy = 1 + v, 
where v E I. Let jeZ. Then (x+j)y=l +v+jy=l -a, where 
a= -v- jyels J(R). By [S, I, Lemma 6.53, 1 - CI is a unit in R. Thus 
x + j has a right inverse in R. Similarly x + j has a left inverse in R and our 
proof is complete. 
For our next result assume that R is a ring with D.C.C. on right ideals 
(i.e., R is an Artinian ring) and let M be a finitely generated R-module. 
LEMMA 2.2. The following six conditions hold: 
(a) Rad(M) = MJ(R); 
(b) ifze End,(M), then z induces z* E End.(M/(MJ(R))) defined by 
T*(m + MJ(R)) = z(m) + MJ(R) for all m E M; 
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(c) the map b: End,(M) + End,(M/(MJ(R))) defined by p(z) = z* 
for all z E End,(M) is a ring homomorphism; 
(d) Ker(B) 6 J(End,dM)); 
(e) if /I is onto, then Ker@) = .Z(End.(M)); and 
(f) if M is a projective R-module, then fl is onto. 
Proof: Clearly A4 satisfies D.C.C. and A.C.C. and M.Z(R) < Rad(M) by 
Nakayama’s Lemma. Since M/(MJ(R)) can be viewed as a finitely 
generated R/J(R)-module, we have Rad(M) d MJ(R) and (a) holds. Also 
(b) and (c) are obvious. Note that Ker(B) is an ideal of End,(M) and that 
there is a positive integer n such that MJ(R)” = (0). Let f E Ker(/?). Then 
f(M) < MJ(R) and hence f”(M) d M.Z(R)” = (0). Thus (d) follows from 
[S, I, Lemma 6.81. But then [S, I, Lemma 6.71 yields (e). Next assume that 
M is a projective R-module, let ZZ: M -+ M/(MJ( R)) denote the canonic 
R-epimorphism, and let 3 E End,(M/(MJ(R)). Then, since M is projective, 
there is a p E End,(M) such that Zi’p = 3Z7. Thus b(p) = 3, (f) holds, and 
we are done. 
Let the (not necessarily finite) group G act on the abelian group M and 
let c: G x G + M be a 2-cocycle so that 
C&2? g3) al, g2g3)=4g1 g2, g,)c(g,, g21R3 
for all g,, g,, g,EG. (2.1) 
LEMMA 2.3. For any ge G, we have: 
(a) c(g, l)=c(L 1); 
(b) ~(1, g)=c(l, l)g; and 
(cl 41, l)“c(g, g-‘)g=c(g-‘, g)c(l, 1). 
Proof: In (2.1) set (s,, g2, gd= (g, 1, 11, (1, 1, g), and k, g-l, g) for 
(a), (b), and (c), respectively. 
For the remainder of this section, assume that G is a finite group and 
that R is a G-graded O-algebra. Also let Z be a proper G-graded ideal of R 
and set R= RJZ, so that R is a nonzero G-graded O-algebra with 
R, = (R, + Z)/Z for all g E G. Let a: R + R denote the canonic G-graded 
o-algebra epimorphism. 
LEMMA 2.4. The following three conditions hold: 
(a) if geG and u,~u(R)nR,, then a(u,)=C,=u,+ZE 
u(R) n (8,); 
(b) letting a* = a 1 Gr U(R) denote the restriction of a to the group 
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Gr U(R), then a*: Gr U(R) -+ Gr U(R) is a degree preserving group 
homomorphism; and 
(c) if 16 J(R), then c(*: Gr U(R) + Gr U(R) is an epimorphism and 
Ker(a*)= (1 +j(j~Zi}. 
Proof: Clearly (a) and (b) hold. Assume that Id J(R). Let ge G and let 
x + ZE U(R) n Rg. Here we may assume that x E R,. Then Lemma 2.1 
implies that x E U(R) n R, and consequently c1* is onto. Also Ker(cc*) = 
U(R)nR,n{l+j~j~Z}=U(R)n{l+j~j~Z,}. Since Z,=ZnR,6 
J(R) n R, 6 J(R,), the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf R is a fully G-graded O-algebra, then R, is a finitely 
generated projective RI-module (resp. left RI-module) for any g E G. 
Proof: Fix ge G. By [3, Proposition 1.33 there are a positive integer n 
and elements a,, . . . . a, of R, and b,, . . . . b, of R,-I such that Cr=, (aibi) = 1 
and R,=CC=, (a, R,). Let w: nR, -+ R, be defined by o((t,, . . . . t,)) = 
C:= i (a,t,) for all t,e R, and for all 1 6 ib n. Clearly o is an 
R,-epimorphism. Let 6: R, + nR, be defined by 6(x) = (b,x, . . . . b,x) for all 
x E R,. Clearly 6 is an R,-homomorphism and w  0 6 = ZR, and hence R, is 
a projective R,-module. Similarly R, is a finitely generated projective left 
RI-module and we are done. 
For the final result of this Section assume that 0 is a noetherian com- 
mutative ring, that R is a fully G-graded finitely generated O-algebra, and 
that M is a finitely generated weakly G-invariant G-graded R-module such 
that M, is a completely reducible R,-module. Set E= End,(M) as in [S, 
Sects. 7 and 81. Then E, is a finitely generated semi-simple Artinian 
O-algebra by [8, I, Theorem 8.91 since E, g End,, (M,) as O-algebras and 
M and hence M, are finitely generated R,-modules. Let d denote the 
category of finitely generated E-modules and let %’ denote the category of 
finitely generated R-modules that weakly divide M, in mod(R,). Clearly &’ 
is an abelian category and every module of d is a finitely generated 
E,-module. Also V is an abelian category by [8, I, Section 51. 
We need the following addendum to the Classical Stable Clifford Theory 
formulation of [S, Sects. 7 and S] : 
LEMMA 2.6. The functors *BE M: 8 -+ V and Hom,(M, *): %? + d are 
additive exact functors that form an equivalence between the abelian 
categories & and %‘. 
ProoJ Apply [S, Sects. 7 and S] and observe that [S, (7.5) and (7.6)] 
and the facts that short exact sequences in &’ and %? split over E, and R,, 
respectively, force the exactness of the functors in question. 
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
A Proof of Lemma 1. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Lemma 1. 
Using linearity, (1.1) (2.1), and Lemma 2.3, the required verifications are 
straightforward. 
A Proof of Lemma 3. We have already demonstrated (a). Assume that 
17 is onto. Then c1 is onto and Lemma 2.2(e) implies that Ker(a) = 
.Z(End.,(M,)). Recall that if fEEI, then C(cr(p(f)))=p’(II(f). This 
implies that Ker(ZZ)n E, =J(E,). As Ker(ZZ) is a G-graded ideal of E, [9, 
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.71 imply that Ker(ZZ) = J(E,) E = EJ(E,) < .Z( E). Then 
Lemma 2.4 yields the remainder of (b). 
A Proof of Proposition 4. Let g, h E G. Then /?,/I,, = pg,d for a unique 
de U(E,). Clearly c(g, h)-‘dEKer(ZZ), so that Lemma 3(b) implies (a). 
With the notation of (b), if gg G, rgE R,, j~.l(E,), XEX,, and ye YI, 
then (Z,+,+j)-‘=ZM+k for a unique kEJ(E,), fl;‘(yr,)~Y~, 
B;l(xrg)EXI, and (B,UM+dp’ brg)= VM+k)(B;‘(xrg)) = P;‘(xr,)+ 
k(P,‘(xr,))Ej?gl(xrg)+k(X,)~~gl(xrg)+ Y,. Thus (b)(i) holds. A 
similar argument implies (b)(ii) and (b)(iii) is clear. 
A Proof of Proposition 7. We have already seen that (a) and (b) hold. 
Moreover since E,/F, = E,/J(E,) = k and (SZ’), = S’,J(k[N])’ for all 
integers i 3 0, [9, Prop. 111 yields (c). Clearly y : & + (%/@?Z))r = (2r + 
(?2Z))/(2Z) defined by y(q) = q +2Z for all qE 2, is a k[N]-epimorphism 
with Ker(y)= .$J(k[N]) and let 7 denote the k[N]-isomorphism 
7: 2?l/(2?1.Z(k[N]))+ (2?/(2?Z)), induced by y. Thus 7 and [9, Corollary 
12(c)] imply (d). Clearly U/(UF) viewed as a k[H](d)-module via 
A: k[H](d) -+ E/F is a finitely generated k[H](d)-module that satisfies 
(e)(i) by (c) and satisfies (c)(ii) since 1(n)= l,, for all ~EZV. Assume that 
X is a finitely generated k[H](d)-module that satisfies (e)(i) and (c)(ii). 
Then, since Ker(l)=C,,, (n - 1) k[H], we may view X as a finitely 
generated E/F-module via ,? so that x(/IhN + F) = xh for all XE X and all 
h E H. Now (e)(i) and [9, Lemma 31 imply that IV/( WI) 2 XOEIF (2/2Z) 
in Mod(k[H]). Since (E/F), = k and E/FEE’= Endkc,,(2/(sZ)) as 
k-algebras, [S, Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 7.41 imply that Xr U/UF in 
Mod(E/F). Thus Xr U/(UF) in Mod(k[H](d)) and (e) holds. Since 
WI= WJ(k[N]) < WJ(k[H]), z(W) g %( W/( WI)) in Mod(k[H]) and 
hence [S, I, Lemma 5.21 and (d) imply (f). As W/( WZ) g U/(UF) OEIF 
(??/(sZ)) in Mod(k[H]) and (2/(2Z))r ~2?,/(21J(k[N]))~S’(Q) in 
Mod(k[N]), where X(Q) is an H-invariant (absolutely) irreducible 
k[N]-module and H: E/F+ E’ = End,cH,(2/(2Z)) is a G-graded k-algebra 
isomorphism, we are in the Classical Stable Clifford Theory case of [S, 
Sects. 7 and 81. Thus Lemma 2.6 implies that H( W) z I?( U/( UF)) QEIF % 
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and [9, Lemma 31 implies (g). Finally an argument similar to the proof of 
(e) demonstrates (h) and we are done. 
A Proof of Lemma 9. Assume (a). Then 2(P) g dim(X(P)/k) L in 
Mod(k[N]) and (b) is immediate from the above. Assumer (b) and let P, 
be a projective cover of X(P) Ok M in Mod(k[H]). Then AO(P,) E 
Z(B)@, A4 and the above imply that P and P, have the same composi- 
tion factors in Mod(k[H]). As is well known, cf. [14, Sect. 16.1, 
Corollary 21, these facts force Pz P, in Mod(k[H]) and (a) follows, to 
complete our proof. 
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